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Physics within the standard model
●

The quark-gluon structure of the nucleon:

origin of the nucleon sea?

proton spin puzzle?
orbital angular momentum
contribution?
probing spin-orbit correlations
via TMDs

●

Nucleon mass arises from quark-gluon dynamics:
Phys.Rev. C85 (2012) 065202

most of the mass of in the
visible universe is due to
the strong interaction
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Fundamental (electro-weak) processes
semi-inclusive DIS

e+e- annihilation

Drell-Yan

QCD factorization theorem

●

●

measure all processes to disentangle distribution (f) and
fragmentation (D) functions
measure as many hadron species H, h as possible to
disentangle quark flavors q
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The Drell-Yan
process

Complementary processes
Deep-inelastic scattering

Drell-Yan scattering
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A laboratory for sea quarks
fixed target + forward spectrometer

The Drell-Yan process
beam

target

→ xF = xb – xt > 0

xtarget
xbeam

beam: valence quarks at high-x
target: sea quarks at intermediate-x
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: unique sensitivity to sea quarks
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The Drell-Yan
adventure of
the present

+ presentation
by Dr. Kun Liu

The SeaQuest mission

What is the structure of the nucleon?

●

●

What is d / u?

●

What are the origins of the sea quarks?

●

What is the high-x structure of the proton?

●

How are quark spin and orbital motion correlated?

What is the structure of nucleonic matter?
●

Where are the nuclear pions?

●

Is antishadowing a valence effect?

●

Do partons lose energy in cold nuclear matter?

●

Do dark photons couple to a dilepton pair?

●

Answers from SeaQuest:
●

significant increase in physics reach

●

unique access to sea quarks at high-x
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The SeaQuest Experiment
– continuing a series of high-mass dilepton experiments at FNAL

Proton Beam
slow extraction from MI
6x1012 protons / s for ~4s
spills each minute
beam energy: E-866: 800
GeV → E-906: 120 GeV

Target Table
liquid target flasks:
H2, D2
solid state targets:
C, Fe, W

empty flask, no target
→ 50x luminosity as E-866
(for same spectrometer rate)
moves between spills

Spectrometer
reused and recycled
components
selected updates: new drift
chambers, PMT bases for
high-rate capability, beam
diagnostics, trigger redesign,
...
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The SeaQuest Spectrometer
– recording dimuon events at high rate (~ 1000 Hz)

~25m

spectrometer
magnet

focusing magnet

hadron absorber
muon identification

hadron absorber
beam dump

trigger hodoscopes
tracking chambers
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Spill Structure
large variations in instantaneous beam intensity → high hit occupancy

beam-line Cherenkov monitor for beam diagnostics:
8-stage PMT
x20 NDF

Ar/CO2 radiator

QIE board

→ beam diagnostics: measurement of RF-bucket by RF-bucket intensity
→ trigger inhibit: veto on single RF buckets as a function of intensity,
½ beam inhibited due to 10x expected beam/RF-bucket
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Status of the analysis
●

06/2014

09/05

production running with

fall shutdown production running

acceptable beam structure

11/2014 – summer of 2016

beam structure improved

●

presentation of first SeaQuest results at APS April meeting (preview)

●

track and dimuon reconstruction (from small data sample):
dimuon events from target

dimuon events from dump

no acceptance correction

reasonable MC description
of the mass dependence

no acceptance correction

of the acceptance
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SeaQuest probing the proton sea

gluons radiate off gluons
or quark antiquark pairs
flavor symmetric process
d(x) / u(x) = 1
alternative degrees of
freedom to describe
d(x) / u(x) asymmetry
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SeaQuest Preview on d(x) / u(x)

During the DIS 2015 presentation, SeaQuest Preview results
on d(x) / u(x) have been shown. These results are not yet publicly
available.
Please contact the SeaQuest spokesperson (reimer@anl.gov)
if you would like to have a copy of these results.
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Nucleons embedded in nuclei
●

Do nucleons change their internal properties when embedded in
a nucleus? Is confinement influenced by the nuclear medium?

●

Do quarks and gluons play any role in the understanding
of nuclear forces?
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Nuclear dependence in
During the DIS 2015 presentation, SeaQuest Preview results
on the nuclear dependence have been shown. These results
are not yet publicly available.
Please contact the SeaQuest spokesperson (reimer@anl.gov)
if you would like to have a copy of these results.
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The Drell-Yan adventure
of the future:
The global investigation of the
nucleon's quark-gluon structure
is still an active field.
(Polarized) Drell-Yan measurements are
the missing component in the
global PDF (TMD) analysis.

Planned Drell-Yan experiments
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Polarized Drell-Yan measurements
●

pioneering analysis of TMDs in (polarized) SIDIS:
●

3D-densities in momentum space

●

spin-orbit correlations within the nucleon

●

●

complementary information from polarized Drell-Yan:
●

●

●

●

possible link to orbital angular momentum contribution to proton
spin?
missing piece in the global TMD analysis
verify sign change of Sivers TMD: “Test unique QCD predictions
for relations between single-transverse spin phenomena in p-p
scattering and those observed in deep-inelastic scattering.”
(NSAC Milestone HP13 (2015))
TMDs for sea quarks

polarized Drell-Yan measurements at:
COMPASS II, RHIC Spin, polarized SeaQuest
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The Sivers TMD
●

●

observed in semi-inclusive DIS measurements off transversely
polarized proton target:

rather exotic in being naive-time-reversal-odd
↔ initial state interactions in Drell-Yan process
→ single-spin asymmetries:

●

close relationship to quark orbital angular momentum

●

challenging the concept of factorization and universality
●

fundamental QCD prediction:

●

remains to be experimentally tested

●

polarized Drell-Yan measurement required
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Reestablishing spin at Fermilab
●

E-1039: SeaQuest with polarized target
●

Stage-1 approval

●

sensitive to Sivers TMD for sea quarks

●

●

●

●

hint for substantial role of sea quark
Sivers effect in SIDIS data
LANL and UVa will provide polarized
proton (NH3) target by 2016
production running in 2017

E-1027: SeaQuest with polarized beam
●

●

●

Stage-1 approval
sensitive to beam valence quarks at
high-x
large effects → sign, size, and maybe
shape of Sivers TMD
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The Sivers TMD for sea quarks
HERMES
measurement:
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The Polarized Target System (Andi Klein, LANL)
Magnet from LANL

Measure polarization

Microwave: Induces
electron spin flips
•
Tube + Power equip:
10,000 m3/hr

Refrigerator

Roots pump system
used to pump on 4He
vapor to reach 1K

4

Superconducting
Coils for Magnet: 5T
Rotation completed

Target material: frozen NH3
Irradiation @ NIST
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The Magnet
Shipped to Oxford, UK
•
New coil attachment
•
Coil rotation
•
Refurbish system
•
New electronics
•
Level meters
•
pressure gauges
•
New tail and new lower tank

All mechanical done

LN2 checked. Acceptance test @Oxford 1/28/15
5/5/15

Andi Klein LANL
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Just Back from Oxford

ΔB = 5G

Magnet is in great shape and working
We have the required dB/B over the
whole Volume
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New Beam Collimator, Focusing Q3 and Target
Target cross section: 18 x 28
mm2
Beam cross section:
Need be well contained within
4 sigma

E906 beam
profile:
SigX = 4.0mm
SigY = 3.0mm

sigX = 2.2 mm
sigY = 3.5 mm
Beam jitter: dX=dY ~ 1mm

Prevent Target Magnet Quenches
Beam
collimator
120Ge
V
beam

Final focusing
Q3
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Very strong and focused theoretical support
•

Perturbative QCD and global analysis of the Sivers asymmetry
–
–

Higher order and resummed calculations
Fitting package to extracted the Sivers function

2 published PRD, 1 PRL, 1 under
review and 1 submitted,
~½ dozen proceedings, invited talks
•
•

Lattice QCD collaboration to
evaluate the TMDs
–

Generalized Sivers shift

2 papers in preparation, several talks
•

SCET formulation of TMDs and equivalence of SCET and pQCD
resummation formalisms
–
First rigorous results on SCET/pQCD resummation,
1 published JHEP, 1 proceedings, 5 invited talks

Has grown into a strong international effort with ~ 20 theorists
involved in the different aspects of the project 29

The polarized beam project
cost estimate: 10 million USD

design by SPIN@Fermi collaboration
one Siberian Snake in Main Injector
one solenoid snake in Recycler Ring

collaboration with A. Belov & Dubna

start after SeaQuest with polarized target
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Polarized Drell-Yan experiments
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The SeaQuest mission
unique laboratory for sea quarks at high-x
→ structure of nucleons and nucleonic matter
physics running started 2014
→ preliminary physics results being presented

exciting upgrades planned
→ polarized Drell-Yan measurements
→ missing piece in the global spin program
→ unique opportunity for Fermilab

